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Community Children’s Nursing Service - Friends and Family Test - May-17 
 

Friends and Family Test question: I would say this is a good service for my friends and family to be looked after by if they needed similar 
treatment or care to me. 
 

Response options: I agree a lot; I agree a bit; I am undecided; I disagree a bit, I disagree a lot; I don’t know 
 

Quantitative Results 
 
The Friends and Family Test score is calculated as outlined in the NHS England guidance issued in Oct-14. The calculation is as follows: 

 
‘Would recommend’ percentage is calculated as follows: 
 

I agree a lot + I agree a bit 
X100 

I agree a lot + I agree a bit + I am undecided + I disagree a bit + I disagree a lot + I don’t know 

 
‘Would not recommend’ percentage is calculated as follows: 
 

 I disagree a lot + I disagree a bit 
X100 

I agree a lot + I agree a bit + I am undecided + I disagree a bit + I disagree a lot + I don’t know 
 
 
The Trust’s target ‘Would recommend’ score is 75% 
 
 

 

 
Month 

 
Responses 

 
 
 

No. 

 
Would recommend 

 
(I agree a lot + I agree a bit) 

 
% 

 
Would not recommend 

 
(I disagree a lot + I disagree a bit) 

 
% 

 
Neither likely nor unlikely to recommend / Don’t know 

 
(I am undecided + I don’t know) 

 
% 
 

May-17 2 100.0 0.0 0.0 
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Qualitative Feedback  
 

 Friends and 
Family Test  
card completed 
by: 
 
Patient 
 
Parent / 
guardian / carer 
 

Service 
 
 
 

Friends 
and 
Family 
Test 
response 

Would you mind 
telling us why 
you gave that 
answer? 
 

What do you 
think was good 
about our 
service? 

What could we 
have done 
better?  

Gender Age Ethnicity Please tick 
this box if 
you DO NOT 
wish your 
answers 
ever to be 
made public. 

1 Parent/Guardian/
Carer 

Neonatal 
Outreach 
Service 

I agree a 
lot 

The service is 
invaluable. Coming 
home with a 
newborn baby 
(your first) must be 
daunting enough 
but with a prem 
baby who spent 
3wks in hospital 
was scary. Knowing 
R. was at the end of 
the phone was a 
relief. 

Health visitors 
aren't as 
knowledgeable 
about pre-term 
babies. I felt so 
much support & 
reassurance. 

Nothing. R. was 
amazing, as were 
the staff on SCBU, 
but seeing her at 
my house in my 
surroundings 
helped so much. 

Male Under 
6 

White 
British 

  

2 Parent/Guardian/
Carer 

Neonatal 
Outreach 
Service 

I agree a 
lot 

All the nurses and 
doctors looked 
after my baby, 
husband and I very 
well. 

How they treated 
you and looked 
after you when 
things were going 
right & wrong. Also, 
gave a lot of 
support when in 
hospital and when 
discharged. 

Nothing. A really 
good service with 
excellent staff. 

Female Under 
6 

White 
British 

  

 


